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Propositions as part of the dissertation  

‘Stimulating Creativity: Matching Person and Context’  

by Kiki M. M. De Jonge 

 
1. Creativity is in the eye of the beholder (this dissertation). 
2. Novel ideas open (un)desired new doors (this dissertation). 
3. Idea diversity is more important than personality (this 

dissertation). 
4. Research into creative propositions (in the sense of 

originality and applicability) could yield surprising results. 
5. It is beneficial for one’s creativity to interpret peer review 

as an exercise in persistence, rather than having it result 
into avoidance (motivation). 

6. Although people admire creative ideas, they often reject 
them (cf. Rietzschel, Nijstad, & Stroebe, 2010; Mueller, 
Melwani, & Goncalo, 2014). 

7. Selecting creative ideas for implementation can be seen as 
a high risk, high gain situation (cf. Simonton, 2018). 

8. Patience is a virtue, and so is impatience (based on Grant). 
9. Good coffee should be included as an additional brainstorm 

rule.  
10. It is useful to be persistent in your flexibility, or flexible in 

your persistence (this dissertation). 
11. Ideas seen as original by one, are seen as weird by another; 

ideas seen as boring by one, are helpful for another (this 
dissertation) 

12. Conducting creativity research is not always a creative 
process. 

	  


